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1.0 Introduction

Battery management includes the functions: monitoring, maintaining, regenerating, optimizing, failure
prediction/prevention, data collection/analysis, and planning. Users who depend on batteries must perform these
functions in order to protect their investment as well as to have certainty that the batteries perform to design
expectations. The majority of these functions are usually carried out manually and as a result these critical functions
are costly and/or often neglected.

Battery monitoring is often confused with battery management. Monitoring external parameters of the
battery pack such as the voltage or impedance, in the best case of individual modules or cells in the pack, provides
an indirect and often poor indication of battery pack capacity and has no direct impact on the health of the battery
pack i.e. on the expected life of the pack.

This White Paper describes a new method of automated cell-based management to enhance the
performance of rechargeable battery packs by automating the functions of battery management. This automated
management technique enables each individual cell in the battery pack to be treated to a programmable discharge
and recharge cycle while the pack fully supports the load. The technique applies to either individual cells, groups of
cells, or modules and provides a very powerful tool to manage the battery pack.  For example, the cycling process
has a direct impact on the health/electrochemical state of the individual pack cells i.e. in essence the battery pack is
managed from the inside. As an added and critical feature of this form of battery pack management, the technique
also provides a method to supplement or replace failed cells in the battery pack which has a major impact on battery
pack reliability.

The commercial importance of this concept of battery management varies between applications, but the
analysis below provides a compelling validation for the technique and thus of the significant savings that the
technique provides when translated into reduced maintenance costs and capital investment in battery packs over the
life cycle of batteries in many applications.  ESTCO has completed such analyses and they are available on request
(ref. 1)
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2.0 Classes of Service

There are two principal classes of service for which rechargeable battery packs can be divided: the first
class is for battery packs in reserve power applications where the battery provides power when the primary power is
lost, and the second class is for battery packs that provide all or a portion of the prime power such as in hybrid
electric vehicle propulsion systems or for many portable electronic devices such as cell phones i.e. battery packs
that are cycled to some depth of discharge then recharged in their normal service.  In this paper, an in-depth
analysis is presented of the first class of battery packs where there is well understood field performance data
available.

 In addition, we present supplementary comments on class two systems where such extensive data is not
available especially for large format battery packs. However, the benefits will apply to both classes of battery
packs. There is no inherent restriction on the battery pack size or chemistry associated with this analysis approach
i.e. it applies to both large and small format battery packs. This analysis of battery pack life includes both the
concept of gradual battery “wear out” as well as “chance failure” due to manufacturing defects or component
failure.

3.0 Concept of Battery Pack Life and Reliability

Life of a rechargeable battery pack has two meanings: one “life” is related to the maximum “up-time” that
a battery pack can provide to the load and the other “life” is the number of years that a battery pack can continue to
provide a minimum “up-time”. This White Paper describes the expected impact of automatically performing
optimized cell level cycling on the life in years during which battery packs can continue to provide the needed “up-
time”. When rechargeable battery packs are required to support a load, the battery pack is expected to operate for a
period of time defined by the duty cycle. The battery pack is expected to maintain a minimum voltage while
providing current to the electrical load.  Failure of the battery pack is therefore defined by the inability of the
battery system to maintain correct voltage during the “designed for” duty cycle. Naturally, the length of time that
the battery pack can support the load is dependant on the size of the electrical load over the period of the duty cycle.
If the load has been increased since the power system was designed and installed or is higher than usual during the
duty cycle, the available “up-time” will be less than in the design specification. The “up-time” provided by a
battery pack in a duty cycle also depends on the age and operational history of the battery pack and its condition.

Battery pack reliability relates to both normal “wear out” factors inherent in the operation of the
electrochemical cell itself and to failure mechanisms from manufacturing defects or component failures that cause a
cell in the battery pack to go open circuit or short-circuit. In the case of decreased reliability from “wear out “, this
is due to the gradual increased variation in the capacity of individual cells in the battery pack with age i.e. while the
mean capacity of the cells is declining with age, the standard deviation of capacity is increasing. The cells with low
capacity do not receive sufficient charging to bring them back to the average cell capacity while those with higher
than average capacity are overcharged. Over time this leads to the failure of the over and undercharged cells and
thus to pack failure. In the other case of failure from defects, these lead to pack failure often with little or no
warning. As will be discussed later, it requires an extremely high mean time between failure (MTBF) for individual
cells for a pack consisting of long strings of cells to provide the required years of reliable service.

Therefore successful power system design and operation extends the life of the “up time” of the system,
maximizes the capacity through the life time of the system, and achieves high reliability within the acceptable
parameters of the user.  The BHM technique achieves all of these criteria as further described herein. 
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4.0 Description of the Battery Health Manager Technology

     The technique of automated cell-based management as implemented by ESTCO’s BHMTM makes use of a
bridged connection circuit as shown in Figure 1.  This enables the voltage and current flowing through the bridged
cell (the second cell in this illustration) to be adjusted without interrupting the normal operation of the battery pack
(i.e. the current, Istring, to the load).  The device is based on Kirchoff's law.  According to Kirchoff's law,

Icell = Istring + IBHM (i.e. sum of currents at the node is zero).

The voltage of the treated cell can thereby be adjusted by changing the current, IBHM, through the bridging loop.

Considering the operation of this circuit, it is seen that:

1. If VBHM is set equal to the open circuit voltage of the cell, VBHM
oc, then all of the current will flow

through the parallel arm and IBHM  = - Istring.  

2. In general, if VBHM is less than the "normal" operating voltage of the cell, the current through the cell
will be increased with some current flowing backward through the parallel arm.

3. In general, if VBHM is greater than the "normal" voltage of the cell, the current through the cell will be
decreased with some current flowing forward through the parallel arm.

The principle of operation applies not only to individual cells but also to groups of cells or modules.

From the above, it is seen that, by controlling an individual cell's voltage/current, the following two powerful
capabilities can be achieved which provides a valuable tool for battery pack management:

1. Cell/modules can be individually subjected to a wide selection of discharge/recharge cycles by
adjusting the voltage of the source/load including control of the “Coup de Fouet” problem in UPS
applications,

2. A weak cell/module can be supplemented or bypassed.  Supplementing or bypassing a weak cell
enhances the reliability of the battery pack.

The principle of operation outlined above is implemented in an actual BHMTM system by providing the ability of
the source/load to be connected in parallel with any of the cells in the stack as shown in Figure 2.  The BHMTM will
typically include an autonomous microprocessor based controller that constantly monitors all cell voltages and
string currents. In addition, the BHMTM can be configured to operate on a multi-string battery pack. The system is
powered from the battery pack, but since only single cell charging is required, the power requirement is much less
than that required for full pack charging. In a normal battery pack design, the only method to access cells
electrically as is possible with the BHMTM would be to disconnect the cell physically from the battery pack thus
disabling the battery pack from both the pack charger and the load.
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FIGURE 1 - Theory of BHMTM operation                       FIGURE 2 -  Schematic of complete BHMTM system

5.0 The BHMTM Impact on Battery Pack Life

5.1 The “Cell” as the Basis of Battery Pack Performance and  Life

A battery pack is made up of a number of battery cells (or multi-cell modules) connected electrically in
series and parallel strings to form a battery pack with the required voltage and capacity in ampere-hours (Ahs).
Battery pack failure results from either an individual cell failure or a battery pack interconnection failure. Provided
that the battery connections are periodically checked for corrosion and for correct torque, interconnection failure
which is rare, does not limit battery pack life in years. This type of yearly maintenance is quick and requires a low
level of battery expertise compared to that required to conduct manual cell management processes such as
discharge/charge cycling. It is cell failure that is the usual cause of battery pack end of life.
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Two main classes of cell failure have been identified.  These are: (1) cell "wearout" and (2) “chance
failures” due to such causes as manufacturing defects. Usually cells lose capacity gradually as the active chemical
materials in their positive and negative plates undergo change that reduces the cell capacity or modifies the
interface between current collectors and active material. These phenomena are referred to as "wearout". Cell
"wearout" with time typically results in a decrease in the mean capacity and an increase in the standard deviation
with time of the distribution of the capacities around the mean (see Figure 3). ESTCO data based on freshly
installed nominal 880AH VRLA telecommunication battery cells show an initial mean capacity of 996 AH with a
standard deviation of 36AH for a set of 24 new cells in a two string 24 volt stand-by battery (ref. 4).  Figure 3 is a
representation of cell behavior based upon the type of data found in Table 1 from capacity measurements made on
over 5000 VRLA cells used in reserve power applications (ref. 2).  Wearout can be modeled by assuming a normal
distribution for cell capacity and by assuming that the mean and standard deviation depend on age (ref. 3 and 5).

Figure 3 – Representation of the effect of aging on the capacity of VRLA cells where the “fresh 
      cells” curve is of cells in a new rechargeable battery pack while the curves of cells aged 2
      years and 5 years represent cells in battery packs in float service for 2 and 5 years 
      respectively
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Table 1 - Manufacturer’s failure rates for VRLA cells (from ref. 2)

When a cell fails, the battery pack is less able to provide the required voltage to the load since all the cells
in a series string provide the cumulative voltage of the string in the battery pack. Due to the normal design of
battery packs, the only method to access the cell electrically is by means of the voltage and load/charge cycle
applied to the battery pack as a whole. The BHM battery pack management process provides each cell in the battery
pack with precisely controlled voltage and current for each cycle under individual cell control. This cycling process
optimizes and actually provides increased cell capacity (approximately 25% (ref.6)) for several years as well as
maintaining optimum capacity and uniformity between all the cells. This prevents many of the mechanisms that
give rise to premature individual cell failure leading to battery pack failure and significantly extends battery pack
life.

5.2 Quantitative Estimate of Battery Pack Life Extension by the BHMTM Technique

With respect to a quantitative estimate of battery pack life extension using the BHMTM, a reasonable
number is of the order of 50 to 100% dependent on the string length. An extensive test program recently carried out
by the Sacramento Municipal Utility District on vehicle propulsion battery packs (ref. 7),  stated as follows:
“Simple charge control on its own provided only an 8% improvement in battery life, while equalization on its own
provided up to a 15% improvement in battery life. However, a combination of the two provided between 40 and
62% improvement in battery life.”  The BHMTM provides this combination. The 50% estimate is based on the
experience of users of VRLA batteries who report that if battery packs have capacity-matched modules, pack life is
extended by at least 50% (ref. 8). In addition, evidence in the literature (ref. 9 and 10) indicates that using BHM-
type battery cycling substantially increases cell life. As indicated in recent work and by ESTCO’s own data,
optimizing VRLA battery pack life is dependent on providing some form of cell-based management since the
battery pack is ultimately only as strong as the weakest cell in the string (ref. 11 and 12).  The BHM technique is
applicable to both classes of rechargeable battery packs: reserve power and primary power.

  Age        Number
(years)     of Cells

 <80% Capacity

Number   Percent
  Failed       Failed

  <60% Capacity

Number   Percent
  Failed       Failed

  <50% Capacity

Number   Percent
  Failed       Failed

0-1.9         2,264      40              2%       2            0.1%       0              0%
2-2.9            228        3              1%       0               0%       0              0%
3-3.9            840    323            38%     14               2%       1           0.1%
4-4.9            588    151            26%     14               2%       4              1%
5-5.9            324    129            40%     44             14%     15              5%
6-6.9            238      61            26%     32             13%     15              6%
7-7.9            368    323            88%   258             70%   233            63%
8-8.9            167    166            99%   129             77%   105            63%
9-9.9              96      96          100%     96           100%     96          100%
Total:       5,513 1,292            23%   589             11%   469              9%
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Actual data (ref. 2) taken from tests on VRLA cells operated in float service have been plotted in Figure 4.
When this data is fitted to obtain a normal distribution curve, the mean life is 6 years with a sigma of 1.5 years.
The scatter is to be expected when dealing with field data due to the fact that the population of cells is really a
group of populations of cells from different use modes, manufacturers, and environments, but the fit is quite good.
When this cell-based information is used to predict battery pack life, our model provides results indicating the
sensitivity of pack life to the BHM technique with string length as a variable as in Figure 5.

Figure 4  Curve fitted to VRLA cell data based on actual field results in float service (ref. 2)

Figure 5a and 5b - Calculated probability of battery pack success as a function of time
(curves from right to left are for 1, 12, 24, and 120 cells in the string)
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The results in Figure 5 above illustrate that the BHMTM can have a dramatic effect on battery pack life.  With a
battery string of 120 cells, the BHMTM increases the 50% life to 5 years from 2 years and to about 6.5 years from 4
years for a 12-cell string.

Figure 6 - Comparison of battery pack life with and without the BHMTM

It is well known that the failure of small format battery packs is almost always due to the failure of one of
the cells in the pack. Large format battery packs behave similarly. When batteries are connected in series, the
availability of the series string is the product of the individual cell availabilities (ref. 3).  To illustrate the impact of
the BHMTM on life extension, in Figure 5 we have calculated the availability (probability of success) for 1, 12, 24
and 120 cell strings.  In Figure 6, we have plotted the results for two string lengths to show the impact of the
BHMTM on battery pack life. In this calculation, real data from VRLA reserve battery cells e.g. such as Table 1
above, have been the basis for the analysis. i.e. that, after a certain period, the mean life and standard deviations are
8 and 1 years with the BHMTM and 6 and 1.5 years without the use of the BHM. The enhanced mean life and the
reduced standard deviation of cell capacities in battery packs managed at the cell level by a BHM technique is a
conservative projection of the impact of automated cell-based management on the life and capacity of VRLA cells
as per the analysis of the relevant battery literature above.

6.0 The BHMTM Impact on Battery Pack Reliability
In addition to cell "wearout", cells may also fail due to “chance failures” that result from manufacturing

defects that result in shorts or open circuits.  “Chance failures” are treated mathematically using an exponential
model with a defined Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) (ref. 3 and 13). It has also been reported by Selanger et
al that “The most frequent of the reported defects is insufficient capacity...The utilities report insufficient capacity
when the capacity is below nominal capacity while other groups report it when capacity falls to 80%” (ref. 13).
Battery cell MTBF has been estimated to be between 250,000 to one million hours. The MTBF of a battery pack
string is that of the cell divided by the number of cells in a string. For example, in a 120 cell UPS battery pack, a
one million hour MTBF for the cells reduces to 8333 hours or approximately an MTBF of one year for the battery
pack (ref. 3).  The "supplement/replace" function of the BHMTM also protects against this type of random cell
failure by providing redundancy.
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In the event of catastrophic failure of a single cell the BHMTM can replace the defective cell until
maintenance staff replaces it.  Redundancy means that in the event of a failure, the BHMTM provides total backup
for the failed cell or module.  With this configuration and a reasonable mean time to repair (MTTR), extremely high
system MTBF can be achieved. With an effective electrical/communication link to the BHMTM, the power system
MTBF will approach that of the MTBF of the cell rather than the MTBF of the cell divided by the number of cells
in the string. The use of the BHMTM therefore alleviates the necessity of providing multiple redundant strings to
provide the required reliability for the battery pack.

7.0 The Impact of BHMTM on Battery Packs in Cycling Service (the Class 2 Situation)

The introduction and the above section are largely concentrated on class 1 VRLA type battery pack service.
When battery packs are subject to the class 2 situation, discharges of varied depths and at different rates, their life
and reliability are impacted by the same two factors, cell “wear out” and “chance failures” of the cells due to
manufacturing defects or component failure. However, the fact that these battery packs are already being cycled to
some extend in normal service introduces another and more complex factor into the impact of a BHMTM on battery
pack life and reliability. There is always a limit to the cycle life of any rechargeable cell that is dependent on the
depth of discharge and the rates of the cycles to which it is subjected. The goal of the battery pack designer is to
ensure that the battery pack provides a battery pack cycle life as close to the cell cycle life as possible.

A typical nickel/cadmium cell may have a deep discharge cycle life of over 500 cycles, and nickel/metal
hydride cell may reach 1000 cycles, but unless great care is taken to match the capacity of the cells while
assembling battery packs, the battery pack life will fall far short of the 1000 cycles. One of the inherent advantages
of the BHM technique is that each cell in a cycling battery pack, during the full operation of the pack, can be
selected for specific processes to ensure that all cells in the pack maintain similar capacity i.e. remain equalized to
ensure that there is not a premature pack failure due to the failure of one cell due to lack of equalization. Cells used
in battery packs for vehicle hybrid propulsion systems require equalization processes which can impact the cost and
convenience of the overall hybrid/electric vehicle.  The BHMTM technique can provide an optimized solution to
this operational problem by providing the same functions while the vehicle is operating.

In addition, a weak or failed cell can be supported or if necessary bypassed providing increased reliability.
Evaluating the impact of the BHMTM on the reliability of battery packs in these class 2 type service applications
however has the additional requirement to assess how cells respond to the cycling regime in the particular
applications. The same inherent analysis based on the MTBF of individual cells applies except that the ability of the
BHMTM to provide for cell bypass or to provide early warning of a probable cell failure is of even greater
importance due to the fact that the battery pack in these applications is the primary power source. Some of these
applications have been studied and ESTCO analyses are available on request (ref. 1).

8.0 Intellectual Property

ESTCO’s intellectual property associated with the BHM™ is covered by a number of ESTCO patents. US
Patent issued May 2001 #6,239,579 and PCT WO 99/01918 issued Jan 1999 inform the user of a method to
determine the exact capacity of each cell in the battery bank. This data can be translated into time of operation on
battery power. The microprocessor-control and signal conditioning allows all battery data to be stored and/or
communicated from remote sites or locations to a central control station via the BHM-NET™  covered by
ESTCO’s  US Patent – issued Dec 2001 #6,329,792.  The applications for portable electronics and medical devices
as well as electric and hybrid vehicles are covered by ESTCO’s US Patent #6504344 - issued Jan 2002.  Other
patents have been issued in Canada and are filed in Europe. ESTCO publications describing BHM applications in
the telecommunications and rail industries are given in references 4 and 14.
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9.0 Summary
This white paper has defined and quantified the significant, desirable, and increasingly necessary

improvements in battery pack reliability and life expectancy that can be achieved through the consistent
performance of specific maintenance techniques on battery packs, modules and cells.  It has also introduced a new
and unique technology that simplifies maintenance activity by automating the procedures as well as being able to
perform them while the battery pack remains fully operational.  This is possible because the ESTCO Battery Health
Manager (BHMTM) manages “inside” the battery pack at the cell level.  The other advantages of this approach are:

• the actual capacity of each cell is increased as well as maintained
• the deviation in cell capacities throughout the battery pack is reduced through optimized cell equalization
• actual capacity is accurately measured by a cell discharge cycle and reported with other status parameters
• failures or trouble spots due to “wear out” or “chance” can be isolated and bridged to prevent unplanned

system breakdown and provide time for controlled repair procedures
• centralized monitoring and preventive maintenance to prepare and support on-site service efforts as well as

failure prediction based upon trending data
• centralized access to invaluable system wide status information that enables more effective planning and

management of  resources, budgets, and warranties

Since the advantages of the technique apply to all battery formats, sizes, and classes of service, significant
operational and commercial benefits are applicable to a broad range of users in areas such as telecommunications,
UPS, transportation, utilities, power generation, hybrid automotive power, alternate energy production, and small
format batteries for mobile applications.
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